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SUMATRA 2500 500CC -5.5MM , SUMATRA 2500 500CC -5.5MM PCP

PELLET AIR RIFLE The Sumatra 2500 500cc is one of the most popular

power pcp's due to the balance of air volume versus power. With the power

adjustment wheel the shooter can tailor the velocity output according to the

target size. The 500cc models give between 40 to 60 accurate shots depending

on power setting before an air top-up is needed.Velocity is around 1180 fps with

the Samyang/Eunjin 28.4 rounds round nose pellet and 1080 with a 32.4 grain

pellet. These rifles do need silencers if sound is an issue to the shooter. Supplied

with: Scope,Silencer and air connecting valve. Adjutable velocity wooden stock

beautiful engraved art work underlever winchester cocking action 500cc

cylinder 5.5 caliber single shot or magazine opperated 6 shot magazine

adjustable cheek rest  

Seller Info

Name: Grant Combrink

First Name: Grant Combrink

Listing details

Title: SUMATRA 2500 500CC -5.5MM
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Price: R 10,200.00

Make: SUMATRA

Calibre: 5.5MM

Condition: Like New

Description: SUMATRA 2500 500CC -5.5MM PCP PELLET

AIR RIFLE

The Sumatra 2500 500cc is one of the most popular

power pcp's due to the balance of air volume versus

power. With the power adjustment wheel the shooter

can tailor the velocity output according to the target

size. The 500cc models give between 40 to 60

accurate shots depending on power setting before an

air top-up is needed.Velocity is around 1180 fps

with the Samyang/Eunjin 28.4 rounds round nose

pellet and 1080 with a 32.4 grain pellet. These rifles

do need silencers if sound is an issue to the shooter.

Supplied with: Scope,Silencer and air connecting

valve.

Adjutable velocity

wooden stock

beautiful engraved art work

underlever winchester cocking action

500cc cylinder

5.5 caliber

single shot or magazine opperated

6 shot magazine

adjustable cheek rest
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Name:

Phone: +0622 (1583) 858-

Email: grant.c@mweb.co.za

Address: 1 Edmonds Road

Lovemore Heights,

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:Eastern Cape

City: Port Elizabeth

Additional

Information:

The price has been dropped dramaticall and for this

reason buyer is responsible for shipping.

Reference Number: GUA708951
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